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…toxicogenomics, bioinformatics, systems

biology, epigenetics, and computational toxicology 

could

transform toxicity testing 
from a system based on 
whole-animal testing to 
one founded primarily on 
in vitro methods
that evaluate changes in biologic processes 

using cells, cell lines, or cellular 

National Academies Press (2007)

using cells, cell lines, or cellular 

components…

Cellular response
pathways that, when 
sufficiently perturbed, are 
expected to result in adverse 
health effects…

toxicity pathways
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aleaalea iactaiacta estest

•• probprob(endpoints) = systematic + (endpoints) = systematic + random variabilityrandom variability

•• probprob(E(E11, E, E22, E, E33, E, E44, E, E55, E, E66))

(W(W11, W, W22, W, W33, W, W44, W, W55, W, W66) = latent variables) = latent variables

link functionlink function

where W = f(Xwhere W = f(Xββ + + εε))

and X = (dose, duration, gender, dose x duration)and X = (dose, duration, gender, dose x duration)



simulated response for males, 24 month durationsimulated response for males, 24 month duration
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•• use best available scienceuse best available science
•• provide a rational basisprovide a rational basis

arbitrary and capricious actions arbitrary and capricious actions 
run counter to the evidencerun counter to the evidence

evidence

legal rules

run counter to the evidencerun counter to the evidence



•• respect for expert panelsrespect for expert panels

•• idealization of  experimental paradigmidealization of  experimental paradigm

•• injuryinjury--inin--fact fact vsvs probabilistic harmprobabilistic harm
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